KANON’s Elevating Platform is used to achieve safe and easy access of road and rail tankers from a platform.

With the elevating platform one is able to safely access several trailer types and open multiple hatches suitable for any kind of manhole.
AS KANON PROMOTES SAFE AND EASY SOLUTIONS, OUR CONCEPT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING FEATURES:

✔ The entire elevating platform can be adjusted to the slope of the tanker
✔ Fully galvanized structure and anti-slip steps
✔ Hydraulic power for raising and lowering of the platform enabling smooth operation
✔ Flip-up floor panels (manually moved) allowing full access to the tanker top
✔ Complete with a high handrail system with guard rail, mid-rail and toe-board to guarantee the operators’ safety
✔ Vehicle protection bars
✔ Stored position detection
✔ Easy securing of the floor panels during operation
✔ Secured in case a hydraulic pressure loss occurs
✔ Suitable for trucks with heights varying from 2.800 mm up to 4.300 mm

IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

✔ NEN-EN 1495+A2
✔ ISO 4302-1981
✔ ATEX-directive 95 (94/9/EC)
✔ Machine safety directive_2006_42_EC
✔ NEN-EN-ISO 14122-3